
 

 

 
 

Declaration of Conformity 
 

gke Steri-Record® Testsets and Indicator Strips 
for Steam Sterilization Processes 

 
 

Art.-No. * gke Product Name Product Description Content 

200-210 PM-RCPCD-TS Compact-PCD Testset 9 with different 
tube lengths 

and diameters 
200-013 PM-HPCD-TS-5 Helix-PCD Testset 5 
200-016 PM-HPCD-TS-10 10 
211-252 

C-S-PM-SV1 Indicator refill packs for all PCD Testsets above 
250 

211-255 500 
 

* Notice: On all gke-packages, an additional letter code has been added to the 6-digit article number. The additional letter code refers to the language and/or customized version. It is only added on 
the outside label, the inside of the pack is identical to the article numbers in the above table. All articles with the same 6-digit number have the same specifications. 
 
 
 

According to the publication “Investigation of Air Removal from Hollow Devices in Steam 
Sterilization Processes” from U. Kaiser and J. Gömann in Central Sterilization Volume 6, 
1998 the Hollow Penetration Resistance (HPR) is defined as length x diameter. We certify 
that the HPR by multiplying length and diameter is achieved, since the capsule volumes 
at the end of the closed helix systems have volumes which are specified in EN 867-5 
Hollow Load. 
 
The test devices and the indicators do not release any particles or toxical substances. 
The colour of the indicators remains constant after sterilization and does not fade back to 
the colour before sterilization. 
 
The test results are only valid if original gke Steri-Record®-indicator strips with original 
gke-Steri-Record® test devices (PCD’s) are used and the instructions for use are applied.  
 
This document certifies that the above performance criteria and the gke test 
requirements for quality assurance are met. The continuous quality is of our products is 
assured by our quality management system according to EN ISO 13485*. 

 

           
Waldems-Esch, 2014-07-23 Dipl.-Ing. Dr. Ulrich Kaiser 

gke-GmbH R&D Manager 
Auf der Lind 10 

D-65529 Waldems-Esch 
Germany 

 
* This certificate is available on the gke-homepage www.gke.eu. 751-028 EN V01
 


